
Scantech-ID’s VM200/100 is a compact and robust handheld multi-dimensional measuring device, its intuitive reading, unmatched 
fact performance and optimal price make it the best choice in the market.

Introduction

Easily handheld and carry

No extra ruler and no pre-calibration needed

Patenting smart guiding aimer to quickly lead the measured 
object inside field of view

Data output : Volume and W-H-L dimension data, dimensional 
weight , optional barcode

Features

VM200/VM100
Volume and Multi-dimensional Measurement Reader

Intuitive reading and unmatched fact performance

Multi-function reader: 3D volume measurement and (optional) 
2D Barcode reader in a device

Min. cube: 10cm , Max. cube: 90cm

Accuracy: less than 3% deviation

Ambient lighting: 0 to 15000 Lux. , avoid direct sunlight

Package color: all opaque packaging except whole black and 

transparent

2 buttons consist in 4 optional operation setting to well fit your 

application

Communication interface: USB or RS-232

Tools and command protocolMeasurement time: less than 1 second

VM200/100 is a easily carry device, with its smart guiding aimer leads customer quickly measure and with its configurable buttons 
allow the operation flow best fit the application that enables companies to optimize various multi-dimensional measurement 
applications, quickly and effectively. Whether it is a courier and express delivery company, a post office, a shipping station, a retail 
ship-fromstore location, an airport check-in counter, an inbound station of a warehouse, the VM200/100 system provides an efficient 
way to achieve quick measuring and space optimization. The VM200/100 system instantly and accurately measure the dimensions of 
an object. This optimally priced dimensioning system provides quick return on investment for applications where the previous 
alternative was a tape or a ruler measure. Manual tape measurements resulted in lower accuracy, inconsistency and reduced 
productivity. VM200 built in both 2D barcode and 3D measurement readers, make it a compact device to support multiple functions 
application and save customer’s deployment space.

The VM200/100 device increases accuracy, consistency and user productivity in various applications – increasing revenue capture, 
reducing shipping chargebacks and throughput bottlenecks, and optimizing storage space, workflow and load planning.
VM200/100 is a must-have and best choice for companies looking to measure packages, cartons, luggage and objects to optimize its 
workload, workflow and space.
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